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El diseño en la época de la desaparición de los grandes metarrelatos
tecnológicamente avanzadas y que tengan además el
valor añadido de buenas formas apreciadas por los
selectos consumidores. Éste es un aspecto estratégico
que se tendría que desarrollar y que implica un com-
promiso más estrecho que el que ha existido hasta el
momento entre el sistema productivo y el diseño.
Tengo la plena conciencia de que lo único que he
hecho es plantear preguntas que quedan sin respuesta.
De eso se trataba en un principio. En el fondo no hemos
hecho otra cosa que un llamamiento a todos los que
están comprometidos con el diseño, profesionales, teó-
ricos y profesores por un lado, y empresarios y políti-
cos por otro, a plantearse el conjunto de problemas
denunciados. Si no lo hacemos, corremos el peligro de
quedarnos al margen, lo que constituiría una de la pri-
siones más corrientes en el mundo actual.
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During the 1960s and 1970s in Barcelona, when we
spoke of design, the minorities who carried it out knew
what we were referring to. Later, at the end of the
1970s, things began to be complicated and obscure and
nowadays I would say it is quite astonishing how far
we have gone down the path of confusion. We do not
know whether we are referring to art, engineering, com-
munication, marketing, or merchandising; we do not
know whether the issue is participation, one way or
another, in the production of artifacts, messages, or
spaces as we had always done, or if we also have to
include in our concerns and drafts services and com-
mercial strategies; we do not know either if initiatives
on economic, ecològic, psycological, and other issues
correspond to the promoter or the design professional;
we do not know if it is society which has the ideologi-
cal —and even ethical— initiative, when giving manu-
factured products determined dimensions, or whether
these are problems which also affect designers. To begin
with, it would seem reasonable to suspect that all the-
se activities and aims we have quoted are part of the
current definition of design and designer. If this is so,
it would mean that we really do not have a definition
because we have substituted an unthinking routine for
the one we used to use during the beginnings. Alto-
gether, we have no idea of what sort of things the pro-
fessionals we call designers do in society. However, they
must be doing something, because there are a lot of
them making a living from it, and some of them even
make a very good living.
The doubts we report can be specified in a succes-
sion of questions we could enunciate as follows: are
we in a condition to know if design is something more
or less specific at this moment? Is there, thus, a canon-
ical definition? Perhaps we ought to conclude that
design is what professionals called designers do? Is
what ought to guide us the perception society has of
design? Probably if we were capable of answering these
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questions properly we could introduce a bit of order'
into the opaque current panorama.
Years ago, in the 1960s, when we were beginning
to recover slightly from the physical and spiritual batter-
ing represented by National-Catholicism (there are
many ways of calling inhumanity and intolerance), the
few who had a knowledge of the Bauhaus, the Ulm
School and our own GATCPAC, when referring to
design, understood each other perfectly, or almost per-
fectly. There was a lot of thought about many issues,
problems, and functions. They thought about the need
to give shape to new products which industry was incor-
porating in the repertory of useful —and not-so-use-
ful— things; they believed that it was necessary to find
the most adequate forms so that artifacts —or whate-
ver they designed—gave satisfaction to the needs2 they
considered needed satisfying; they thought it essential,
as well, that all this be done in a pleasant way, accor-
ding to the aesthetic-cultural expectations of possible
users. Design was an activity closely linked to industry,
progress, modernity. Professionals in this discipline
planned forms in parallel with engineers and techni-
cians so that products could be produced serially. They
wanted to be clearly distinguishable from their fore-
bears, the artisans. They wanted to overcome the
unthinking routine of traditional artisanship, although
keeping the basic connection between art and craft,
ut i l i ty and good taste. In the industrial era, there was
no time to wait the ammount of time needed for objects
to take the most adequate shape, as in traditional work.
Now, industry demanded immediate solutions. And
this was the glory and also the misery of the task carried
out by design professionals: they could place their
objects and forms ubiquously in society, but they beca-
me instruments of strategic rationality which ended up
watering down the ethical intentions of the modern
movement.
Those who considered themselves designers also
wanted to differentiate themselves from artists, and
they did so bravely and, we must add, a little arro-
gantly, as they considered that design was the activity
of the times; that of secularised modern society; a sign
of being cosmopolitan; a way to leave Spain and appro-
ach Europe: 'Beyond the North, where it is said that
people are clean, noble and cultured, rich, free, awa-
ke and happy.' Art, understood in a conventional way,
was and is a merely formal task which, in the modern
world, has no other aim than that of producing effects
which could be qual i f ied overall as aesthetic pleasu-
re. That does not mean that it can and really does
have other aims. For example, there is a whole com-
mercial set-up revolving around art products. But this
is not a defining fact. In the field of traditional art,
there can be paintings, sculptures, pottery, which are
neither bought nor sold and do not, because of that,
lose their basic condition given by the aesthetic pro-
posal they always offer. Not even the communication
dimension is essential in artistic work because, as
many would defend, the artist's basic dimension is
self-satisfaction. It is quite clear, then, that they con-
sidered that designs did not exhaust their basic func-
tion in the aesthetic dimension, even though they agre-
ed it was important, and that it was necessary to add
those related to material or p r imary operativity of
products and forms. Letters are to be read, chairs are
to be sat upon, cutlery is for eating, and bui ldings to
stay in or live in. There was even a fairly strong the-
ory that linked beauty to functionality, even though
everyone was more or less clear on the fact that it was
an attitude on design and that there could be others
such as rationalism, for example. As to functionalism
and rationalism, and a little more on the side-lines of
aspects considered basic and definitory, there was the
issue of materials in relation to form. In the matter
of industrial design, as well as in architecture and
interior design, it was considered that materials had
a lot to do with form and that the designer had to
know their language'. One could be functionalist or
not, rationalist or romantic, but what was clear was
that the progressive functional dimension in the acti-
vity we are addressing was almost a cliche.
The social function of design is another issue which
was then considered as definitory and, accordingly, was
almost unanimous. Since William Morris, design has
been linked to the humanising virtues of artisan work
and, later on, to the democracy contained in good form.
Consumers of industrial objects had the chance, by
means of design, of introducing into their houses myriad
11 am perfectly aware that the idea of order is considered an antique,
but it is not therefore less necessary now that metadiscourses arc no
longer valid, as it has always been and wil l always be.
11 use the word 'needs' ingenuously, without wishing to enter on the
complexity of the issue, on which there is a lot of l i terature coming
not only from the field of design, but also from the entirety of social
sciences.
11 beg pardon for the semiòtic deformation, but during this period,
the '1960s and 1970s, structuralism was in fashion along with semiò-
tic or semiology.
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new objects with great dignity of form, and of enjoying
their functional offers. The so-called ingenuousness of
artisan products and their opposition to artistic works
which were monopolised by the upper classes had been
shattered. Design had turned into a democratic and,
thus, dignifying, implement which equalled citizens in
domains of form. They even came to an ideological
desideratum, in the belief that social changes could be
stimulated by means of new urbanism and architectu-
re, industrial design and graphics.
But time goes by and economic changes push on,
while cu l tura l changes jus t i fy them. Post-industrial
society contained the germs which shattered from the
base the ideological elements which upheld the posi-
tions we have described. In economy, we must speak
of post-capitalism or a capitalism which has been able
to adapt to the changes carried out after the Second
World War. From a capital-ruled society we go to another
whose system nucleus lies in knowledge; from class-
structured society we go to another where individuals
are linked in corporation. A new great society which
integrated different groups and smothered desire for
change substituted the former, more unfair one which,
however, at the same time held Utopian hopes for the
future. These changes came about in the 1960s in the USA
and Europe. However, in Catalonia and in Spain what
was not backward was disguised by the persistent dic-
tatorship. Because of this, the great ideological con-
tradictions proper to industrial society were kept up
and carried over till the end of the 1980s, while other
countries began a neo-liberal stage.
When our history began, there still existed a great
metanarrative which sustained progressive positions
and made sense of the roles each person played in
society: I am referring to the modern movement. Des-
pite the imperfections of the present, there was a pro-
ject for the future. Within this context, the socialist
models of central planning and State-run capitalism
were kept as a counterpoint to dominant capitalism.
All this has disappeared. What was known as real socia-
lism was a mirage. It no longer exists, and basically, it
never did. Not even the European socialdemocracies,
which tried to moderate inequalities, are in their best
moment. Neoliberalism intends a wide de-regulation
of economic mechanisms; it wants free competition to
be the dominant logic of the system, in spite of the
differences that can be generated. The interventionist
and wealth-redistributing role of the European social
State is under discussion, although not radically denied.
When collective structures failed, although it may
seem a paradox, a double movement arose: an opening
towards globality together with an individualist regres-
sion. Communication relations have undergone revo-
lutionary changes. The webs, together with ease of trans-
portation both for goods and people, have brought
about a world-wide economy. Life-styles tend to be-
come equal among cultures which, up till now, had been
very different. It has recently been said that contempo-
rary societies are increasingly being made up along a
web structure. But along with this process, which can
be considered as an opening, there is the contrary one
of closing: both groups and collectives are carrying out
a sort of inner trip in a desire to re-find identities dilu-
ted in the modern stages. In politics, citizens are incre-
asingly further from institutions supposedly serving
them according to a democratic order; on the contrary,
they give an expression to aspirations by means of
mechanisms and institutions which do not belong to
the regular political order. Democracy is undergoing a
process of degradation which is quite worrying. The
growth of insubmission and the proliferation of No
Governamental Organisation's are symptoms of the
evils of our system of representation; they are also a
sample of how inoperative our democratic institutions
are when giving an outlet to society's unease.
Within this context, the panorama of design has
changed in parallel to social conscience. Instead of
collective utopias, individual outlets reign. Designers
look for their own fields. It is quite true, however, that
they do not invent them. What they do is follow ways
that have already been opened. The result is a non-
critical, multiform, patchwork diversity. Quotes from
the past which are not in context; elements from the
present which are used whatever the reaction, as long
as they cause an impression; the search for whatever
is surprising and unexpected instead of balance achie-
ved by connecting function and form4.
If we review the consensus existing some thirty years
ago on the aspects of the design phenomenon and com-
pare it with the current situation, it will be quite clear
that what we need is a clearing-up. In this sense, the
first thing to affirm is that there is a great deal of con-
fusion about what are the ambits and limits that we
want for our activity. Traditionally, design moved in
ambits such as graphics, interior design, industrial design
4
 Some may think this terminology is outdated. I don't care. You
understand me, don't you? So, let's go ahead.
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and even architecture; now, new ones have been added.
Now we talk about ecodesign, service design and sales-
point design. This phenomenon is not exclusive to our
discipline. The world has opened up like a flower. Tra-
ditional disciplines have exploded. All this, naturally,
gives us freedom. When faced with this situation, we
tend to reflect on why we should be limited to con-
ventional ambits. It seems more reasonable to think
we should expand, occupy territories before others take
them over. But we should be prudent, as freedom is a
benefit if we can administer it, but it is fatal for the stu-
pid, who have more probabilities of going wrong when
faced with more possibilities.
Among the so-called new fields opening out to our
discipline, the ecological field has no special difficulty
beyond the technical training of professionals which,
on the other hand, is not so easy given the great ammount
of technical knowledge at our disposal and its com-
plexity. If we overcome this important difficulty, nothing
basic changes in the everyday doings of our discipline.
Everything comes down to materials to be used5, how
to recycle them when their useful l ife is finished,
how to save non-renewable material such as plas-
tic manufactured from petrol by-products; how pro-
fessionals are to propose solutions for industry which
are cheap in energy and material and, I would add,
especially how professionals are to carry out commis-
sions from a society increasingly aware of ecological
challenges proposed. All this can be done by conven-
tional project procedures. From the point of view of
the logic of design, everything is still the same. What
changes, and it does so extensively, is the baggage of
technical knowledge professionals need for doing what
they are asked to do. What we should, perhaps, clear
up is if the incentives for ecological projects come from
professionals or promoters, that is to say, industria-
lists, politicians, and the whole of society.
What we have mentioned above is even more radi-
cal if we wish to understand design in the field of serv-
ices. In this case, it is true that nothing conventional
designers know, apart from their creative ability, is of
any use when facing the problems presented when they
have to design a service. Let us look, for example, at
the case of proposing tourism offers. In this case, in-
stead of a knowledge of colours, materials, forms,
functions, spaces, drawing, what they have to learn is
the craft of tourism technicians. The only thing our
conventional designers can take advantage of is their
capacity for solving abstract problems. That is: how
can they propose attractive offers for customers, begin-
ning with their need to travel, have holidays, organi-
se their time off. That is what tourism technicians do.
If we take the idea of design in its most abstract sen-
se, these professionals are designers. Instead of wide-
ning our field of action, what we have really done is
break into an activity which is already working. When
tourism professionals notice the imperialism we are
carrying out, they will react as a group. The issue chan-
ges if we speak of new ambits which could take advan-
tage of designers' creative abilities, perhaps compe-
ting with other professionals who can also adapt to
new situations.
We should be careful when widening logic of notions
such as design and communication, and others related
to language and its functions. As we are settled in an
era of cultural relativity, even in fields like nature sci-
ence, as demonstrated by scientific philosophies by
Thomas S. Kuhn or Paul K. Feyerabend, it seems that
all the distinctions we had created among the discipli-
nes of knowledge are loosed, and we have the tendency
to see them as corseting the free exercise of our crea-
tivity; besides, as we aim at giving an individual outlet
of freedom to all aspects of social life, scientific preci-
sion is treated erroneously as authoritarian arguments.
This is a phenomenon having many aspects not to be
examined now. I would only like to state the break
existing in the limits between disciplines, trades, and
arts. As an example, we can quote a typical process of
reasoning currently used: everything someone says to
another person has the aim of influencing somehow.
The consequence of this assertion, as taken ad libitum,
is that there is only one discourse, the persuasive one, and
that rhetoric can be applied both to informational
and emotional discourse, both to scientific and lite-
rary discourse. From this position, instead of clearing
up the nature of human behaviour, what we do is con-
fuse useful distinctions.
This same way of reasoning, applied to communi-
cation and design, can lead us to conclusions that have
the virtue of satisfying many people's ego, but that are
inoperative both from the conceptual and practical
' Understanding of materials, their nature and possibilities, was a
doctrine which makes up part of design from its origins. Then, howe-
ver, the question was knowing wood, iron, glass, stone, pottery, and
others in that line. Now the isssue is substantial ly di f ferent because
it is a question of knowing plastics or other new appearances. Nowa-
days we are ta lk ing more of formal structures that work than of
materials in the traditional sense.
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point of view. There are those who argue as follows:
as all human relations are based, one way or another,
on communication, the models for this discipline are
the only ones for a base in social sciences. Or, more
modestly: history, political science, sociology, should
be based on press and other media as a source of know-
ledge on individual and collective action. Or also the
opposite: from communications studies we can better
understand historical, political, and social events. In
the field of design, the fallacy takes the following shape:
designers are professionals who are best able to har-
monise means and ends; they know how to create use-
ful forms —here the notion of form is taken in a wide
sense: forms are spaces, bodies, ideas, representations,
etc.— to satisfy any problem they are faced with. From
this partly true appreciation on their qualities, there
comes an abusive deduction, that their abilities can be
used in any ambit of human activity where a creative
synthesis is to be reached which will allow accomoda-
ting needs, means, wants, and feelings. Hence, people
who defend this kind of doctrinary imperialism con-
sider that they lawfully enter into the domains of design
professionals in all ambits of human creativity. It is
obvious, from the start, that this kind of claim cannot
work, neither in the theoric nor in the practical aspect.
Another interesting field is that of the differences
which used to exist between art and design, which we
mentioned above as one of the aspects of primary doc-
trine of design. Today, designers, including architects,
often subordinate material use of forms6 to the aesthetic
dimension or the simple formal lucubration. They have
no problem if they are considered artists, they even want
to be so considered and have therefore encouraged a
confusion between the two activities which has expan-
ded all through society, and which traditional doctri-
ne made efforts to distinguish. This can be clearly seen
in newspaper stories where, ingenuously echoing reig-
ning confusion, there is a practical equivalence betwe-
en art and design, always valuing the creative capaci-
ties in the formal aspect, normally with no reference
to functions other than the aesthetic.
This situation reflects the crisis that exists in the
field of art considered traditionally. Currently, art as a
free investigation in the field of sensibility is under-
going a profound crisis. There are plastic arts, music,
and all the traditional arts, but the more important
aesthetic experiences no longer go this way. Cultural
industries, and among them design, are those which
best communicate with current public sensibility. Some-
how we have gone back to what were traditionally
known as applied arts. This in part justifies the confu-
sion I have spoken of between art and design; a confusion
which is not convenient because design, despite the
changes undergone by our society, still has dimensions
beyond the merely aesthetic. And this should be kept
clear if we want to keep up the ambits we have con-
quered. We should not have to lose the fields that are
ours by nature and definition because we want to inva-
de new ones.
It is obvious that the aesthetic dimension is basic
for any product we intend to elaborate, especially if
we are speaking of mass-consumption products. This
means that when we intend to manufacture a mass-
consumption object, professionals ought to take into
account all the functions the product demands and,
among the more important ones, the aesthetic-cultural
ones. In the same way, if we have to design graphics,
in publicity, posters, or the graphics industry, there has
to be a perfect balance between communication and
aesthetic functions. We could say the same for the fields
of architecture or interior decoration. But there are
fields of restricted consumption in which the aesthetic
aspects have to be strictly subordinated to the rest of
the product's functions or form. For example, when
designing a machine for industrial use or for transport,
the suitability for use, technology and materials are the
first imperative. Following this reasoning, the first thing
we want from a science book is readability. If design
professionals cannot choose in a disciplined way what
is primary from what is secondary, they run the risk,
when faced with the need for creating specific artifacts,
that people prefer engineers, graphic arts professionals,
industrial designers, graphic artists, or architects.
All these attitudes to concepts are a consequence
of the mish-mash the current times have led us to, in
which there are no metadiscourses to guide us or,
rather, when there are many of them, all placed on
the same level. Times in which culture revolves around
the ways cultural industries behave. Issues created and
broadcast by communication media have no barriers nor
limits. Neither do the cultural references used. When
proposing, for example, fictional narrative, all themes
and works of any period and origin are re-elabora-
* Then, we would have spoken of primary and secondary functions
and everyone would have understood what we meant. But this prac-
tical distinction is now considered threadbare, and those who wish
to be up-to-date will not allow themselves to use it.
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ted and proposed according to the shape they take
on when they are manufactured by means of state-
of-the-art industrial techniques in use. There are no
limits. With this, old cultural barriers between higher
and lower, popular and cultured levels in literature and
art, are subsumed in products which are mostly no
more than illegitimate children, bastards who do not
even pay authors' rights.
The great ideologies of the past have been, if not subs-
tituted, definitely overcome, by market demands. Becau-
se of this, professionals no longer consider that they have
individual responsibilities in the workings of society, and
even less in its changes. Individualism with a certain
Anglo-Saxon slant has invaded the consciences of mem-
bers of Western societies. This ideological attitude, becau-
se it is an ideology, presents obvious dangers. The decli-
ne of collective conscience and citizens' closing in on
their individuali ty is an easily seen phenomenon, not
only in designers, but also in the ensemble of citizens.
Everyone is obsessed by the search for identity and for
developing their own personality. Designers, who are
only members of society, besides searching for identity
like everyone else, want to make a place for themselves
in the market as professionals, and do so by means of
formulas which they suppose have more success. To
achieve this aim, they have no doubts about using any
resource offered by all the cultural baggage at their dis-
posal. Thus, they do not join any coherent stream, but
rather make up a sort of menu of solutions.
The world of the near future will be, despite the
more romantic ecologists, culturally worked on: this
means designed. Forms and structures in Nature, as
we have found them, are increasingly less useful for
organising our life on the planet. As we are on a pro-
gressive learning process, we ought to suppose that there
will be increasingly more life-spaces which will depend
on our responsibility. Some think that in a not-so-distant
future we may have to think of designing live structu-
res created in laboratories. In the same way that there
are already designed instruments and artifacts of all
kinds, it is not nonsense to believe —in fact, it is qui-
te probable— that there will come about a sort of design
related to genetic engineering. Other fields that can
become real in the near future are those related to
space travel and with instal l ing human colonies on
the Moon or other planets in the Solar System. There
are already space capsules, even though they should
be considered very basic. When bigger capsules can be
sent into space, which will allow long stays off-Earth,
their interiors will have to be designed, as well as ins-
truments and objects accompanying space colonisers.
An extremely important field which already exists, but
which we must assume will have an unforeseeable fu-
ture, is specialised graphics for computer webs. It is
obvious, for example, that web pages have to be pre-
sented with coherent communications, and must be
perceptively agreeable.
The overall view we can reasonably take on the
immediate future is extremely favourable for a recov-
ery of design as it was once defined. A progressively
culturised human life, along with the current process
of creation of forms and spaces useful for human needs,
improving those we have found on the planet and in
the Solar System, opens up an immense field for the
traditional designer. Quite definitely, the surroundings
where human beings will live will be increasingly de-
signed, which means cultural, artificial.
Obviously, defining the forms of future life will raise
problems of ecology. A new, active ecology will be nee-
ded to provide solutions for the rational use of natu-
ral resources. Instead of shutting us in with conserva-
tionist attitudes, new ecologism will have to provide
answers to the needs of tomorrow's societies. This
means that instead of respecting what we have been
handed, we have to take on the committment of admin-
istrating it. In all these issues, it is undoubtedly de-
signers who will play an important role if they are capa-
ble of providing useful solutions at each and every
opportunity.
One of the issues we have not dealt with is that of
the theoretic dimension in the process of design. In
fact, this is one aspect which has not been spoken of
for years. Moreover, the rational theoric dimension
has had to give way to intuition, to life attitudes and,
quite definitely, to design processes of the black box-
style. To begin with, there is nothing to say about the
fact that many designers have shelved their interest for
rational processes of formal determination. What is
worrying is that research on theoric aspects has been
abandoned and, even more, that there is a more or less
explicit rejection of all these sorts of issues. These issues
will thus have to be taken up again in the near future
because everything seems to point to the fact that they
will gain a new modernity. I will present only one exam-
ple which I believe is significant, faced as we are with
the complexity of current society. A complexity par-
tially caused by the fact that we are capable of taking
into account many more variables of reality and, be-
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sides, are willing to do so. This situation has led social
sciences to pay attention to other theoric ambits. Actually,
the systems theory which rose from biology and logics
has been applied to social theory in systemic function-
alism by Niklas Luhmann. Besides, the theories of
chance and indetermination coming from physics and
mathematics have begun to be applied with the inten-
tion of assuming social complexity by means of con-
ceptual mechanisms different from those used before.
In the design ambit, it does not seem that many efforts
have been made so far in this field, but quite surely the
theoric perspectives we have mentioned can give new
possibilities to rationalisation of design processes. Con-
cept resources given by indeterminist focussing could
be highly productive for facing design processes in
which we wish to take into account a more important
number of variables than those taken into account in
traditional procedures. It would be desirable for black
box processes to be used when solving problems of for-
mal determination, but that next to these others could
opt for explicitation of phases into which all projects
are divided, and in applying in each of them concept
procedures with logic justification. This widening of
scope would agree with current culture and needs, and
would make professionals' work more efficient.
The issues noted so far lead us to a final query which
seems most important: how do we create the new
surroundings of space, objects, and images which will
make up the cultural environment where the humans,
of the future will move? How do we do it while res-
pecting their condition of citizens together with life
expectations of the times? And, finally, how do we do
it after the great metanarratives in an apparently cha-
otic world? Naturally, the answer to questions such as
these cannot possibly be definite —the time of orthodox
totalitarianism is fortunately past— and it is very dif-
ficult for it to be operative because of what we have
called apparent chaos which could be reasonable and
well-thought-out because this is an unavoidable demand
of any critical work.
To begin with, we must make a critical balance of
everything good and everything bad that modernity
has brought us. So far, there have been majority reac-
tions against, while continuing more or less timidly,
limited, however, to stylistic elements and ignoring
dimensions of ethical and programmatic committment
contained in it. Probably, now that we have passed the
crisis of the disease of post-modernity, we are in a con-
dition to start to neutrally evaluate the contributions
of Adolf Loos, Mies van der Rohe, Walter Gropius, or
Peter Behrens and those who took part in the (Group
of Catalan Artists and Technics for the Progress of Con-
temporany Architecture) movement. If we express rea-
sons for or against, we no longer feel personally affec-
ted. All these figures and movements are beginning to
become historical models. If the modern movement
intended to find the forms, the use of materials, and
the products proper to industrial society, the current
challenge, if we follow on with the same attitude, would
be to reconsider our discipline in the era of micro-elec-
tronics and the web society.
The end of modernity has left us a great question
without an answer: does design have an ethical dimen-
sion? It is obvious that design provides a set of proce-
dures for creating useful forms; also that there is an
evident aesthetic and cultural dimension. But the great
question we should answer is whether there is also an
ethical dimension intrinsic to the discipline. Current
practice would lead us to reply negatively, but it does
not seem that this problem has been definitely solved.
An urgent issue which cannot be solved separately
from the ethical dimension, is brought up by the fact
that we have to decide how we want our surroundings
to be in the immediate future. We must do so because
natural forms will continue to recede whatever some
preservation ideologists may say; and we must do so
in an extremely changing world, beginning with par-
tial decisions, many of which contradict each another.
Future demands which designers, whatever their dedi-
cation and nature may be, will receive will be of very
diverse order. They will belong to many different fields,
as well as diverse logic, technique, aesthetic, and social
orders. Faced with this panorama, if we still want to
speak of a designers' collective and not of a set of indi-
vidualities with varied training and dedication, we will
have to find a common denominator, some defining
traits which will allow a knowledge of what we are
talking about when we refer to the activity and its pro-
fessionals. Naturally, due to the nature of our current
world and what we suppose will make up the future,
common denominators and definitions will have to be
as open and operative as not to represent a restraint
for solving new social demands, for creativity and,
above all, to the humanising virtue which cannot be
avoided in any cultural activity.
Now that the great metanarratives have disappeared,
the so-called freedom we spoke of earlier is made rela-
tive by the demands of the current economic world.
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The problem, if we want it to be one, lies in substi-
tuting what we have named design's social committment
for the servitude of market demands, with no sort of
critical attitude. It is obvious that if we believe, like
good liberals, that exchange without rules is the great
procedure to adopt in manufacturing objects and serv-
ices, there is no problem beyond that represented by
having to act in a deregulated ambit where everybody
has to sharpen their wits so as to get ahead. The issue
changes if we wish to introduce other ideological, ethi-
cal, or political dimensions into the free workings of
the market. This is a great issue which design profes-
sionals alone cannot solve, but they can make an impor-
tant contribution to a hypothetical social debate which
should be started right away.
There is still another important reflection to be
made. A country like Catalonia has no more wealth
than its citizens' capacity for work and innovation. The
time of the great manufacturing industries has passed.
Today's developed countries base their wealth on the
technical capacity of their industries and the added
value they can incorporate into the products they manu-
facture. Design is, precisely, a very important instru-
ment in this aspect. We cannot compete with other
countries in industrial costs, but we can compete if we
incorporate qualities provided by good design. There
is space in the world for technologically advanced pro-
duction which has more to do with the added value of
good form appreciated by select consumers. This is
thus a strategic aspect which we should develop and
which implies a closer committment to that existing so
far in the productive system and design.
I am fully conscious that I have done no more than
propose questions with no answer. That is what I meant
to do from the beginning. Basically, I have done noth-
ing more than call out to all those who are commit-
ted to design, professionals, theoreticians, and tea-
chers on the one hand, and businessmen and politicians,
on the other, to consider all the problems I have announ-
ced. If we do not do so, we are in danger of remaining
marginal, which is one of the commonest of today's
prisons.
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La relació entre natura i artifici, entre objecte construït
i matèria o, en un sentit més general, entre la societat
i l'entorn natural on habita, constitueix un tema d'es-
pecial actualitat. Sembla que l'arribada del nou mil·len-
ni hagi desvetllat noves inquietuds amb relació a aquest
tema, amb l'aparició de conceptes com l'ecologia o la
sostenibilitat, tot situant-lo en una posició central del
debat. D'altra banda, també és cert que la relació con-
ceptual de la humanitat amb la natura ha constituït, al
llarg de la història, un referent important a l'hora d'en-
tendre amb quins criteris s'ha produït tant la modifi-
cació de l'entorn com la intervenció en la matèria. Pro-
cessos que condueixen a l'obtenció de construccions
artificials.
La modificació de l'entorn, per tal d'obtenir unes
determinades condicions o adaptar-lo a unes necessi-
tats, proporciona un conjunt d'exemples especialment
significatius. Si les comparem amb altres obres o cons-
truccions humanes, les intervencions en el paisatge dis-
posen d'una escala i requereixen d'una quantitat de
recursos materials que les deixa fora de l'abast de qual-
sevol caprici casual o individual. Només el poder esta-
blert propi de cada època i lloc, sigui representat per
un individu, un govern o un sistema executiu, disposa
de prou capacitat com per modificar el paisatge. D'al-
tra banda, la modificació de l'entorn és connatural a
la humanitat des dels seus orígens, i constitueix un sis-
tema d'expressió col·lectiu i universal, propi de cada
cultura i societat. En aquest sentit, aquestes interven-
cions resulten molt representatives de les ideologies, o
els idearis, que han anat acompanyant les etapes per
les quals han passat les diferents cultures, inclosa la
occidental.
El present text es planteja com un recorregut al
llarg de la història, per tal de veure amb su f i c i en t
perspectiva la relació de la humani ta t amb el seu
entorn, prenent com a referència les intervencions
en el paisatge. Serà des d'aquesta visió de con jun t
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